EARLY NINETEETH CENTURY CHESS PLAY ICON SETS,
MODERN CHESS PLAY ICON SETS,
AND
THE STAUNTON CHESS SET OF 1849
“The Staunton pattern…[was] the basis of all modern figurines in diagrams...”.
Ken Whyld, Chess Play Diagrams.
With all due respect, Ken Whyld was wrong. Early nineteenth century chess play
iconography rather than the Staunton chess set style of 1849 was the basis of our modern
chess play diagrams. Chess play set icons identical to those we use today appeared in the
works of English chess author William Lewis as of 1818. Moreover, specific elements of
certain chess play icon sets used in the early nineteenth century publications of two
English authors, Charles Stopford Kenny and William Lewis, predate the Staunton chess
set while in toto they match the Staunton chess set’s design in every particular. This begs
the question as to whether the famous Staunton Chess Set design was in fact an
employment of shapes already familiar to chess students for over three decades.
As of the early 1800s, books on chess play were numerous. These books often provided
chess play diagrams along with the text. The symbols, or icons, used to represent the
various game pieces were not, however, standardized: various authors and publishing
houses used their own icon sets and symbols. Iconographic choice remained in flux over
the next half century, both on the Continent and in England. However, English
conventions (particularly as represented in the numerous works of Kenny and Lewis)
came to dominate English, French and to a lesser degree American chess publications by
circa 1830.
Charles Stopford Kenny was publishing
on chess as of 1817. His iconography was
anticipated by and often followed the lead
of chess player and author Peter Pratt.
Pratt, who notably employed illustrations
using isometric projection (“3D imagery”)
as early as 1799, nonetheless used “2D”
designs to demonstrate chess play. Icons
similar to Pratt’s were used throughout the
period by various authors, including
Kenny.

(above: Peter Pratt, 1810)

Kenny also used other icon sets. His Practical Chess Exercises (1818) introduced the
specific pawn shape that would be seen again in the Staunton chess set design. Kenny’s
pawn design is exceptional, and does not appear in any other surveyed publications of the
period until after the release of Staunton’s chess set by Jaques of London.

(left to right: Charles Stopford Kenny, 1817, 1818, and 1819)

Aside from Kenny’s important introduction of the Ur-Staunton pawn icon, it is in the
publications of William Lewis that the modern chess icon set was established. Lewis,
who published from 1817 to 1844, settled early on the style that he would use throughout
most of his long publication career. In 1817, in his Oriental Chess, he introduced most of
the icons of our modern chess play icon set. Notably, in this first publication he settled on
the iconographic shape of a coronet for the Queen, a signal feature of both the modern
chess play icon set as well as the Staunton Chess Set.
(left: William Lewis, 1817. Image from the Crumiller
library.)

The next year, Lewis published Stamma on the
Game of Chess (1818), in which he abandoned the
image of a fool and adopted a mitre icon to
represent the bishops. This use of the bishop as
represented by a mitre was by this point typical of
English language publications of the period—it
had, for example, been used by Peter Pratt as early
as 1810. Thus, excepting only trifling details such
as solid rather than outline mitres for the bishops,
the modern English chess play icon set
was complete by 1818.

(right: William Lewis, 1818)

Other conventions of chess play iconography,
specifically border and board ornamentation as well
as the use of multiple colours, developed over the
next two decades. In 1829, the Edinburgh Chess
Club published a collection of various of the games
between London and Edinburgh. The black-andwhite game play diagrams for this publication were
always a chess board with fanciful figurines as icons
and an elaborate upper and lower border.
By 1835, William Lewis had also opted for
decorative ornamentation about the frontispiece of
his Chess for Beginners. Notably, this 1835
publication also employed three-colour printing.
While Italy and France had employed yellow on the
board circa 1832, Lewis’s Chess for Beginners
marks an early and possibly the first English chess
play diagram depicted with any colour other than
black. This icon set and colour scheme would prove
durable. Indeed, Howard Staunton used both fourteen years later in his Chess Player’s
Companion of 1849, published the very year the Staunton chess set design was patented.

(left to right: William Lewis, 1835; Howard Staunton, 1849. N. B.: Staunton used an alternate icon set
elsewhere in the book, with a strikingly different pawn)

Howard Staunton famously argued at this same time in his Illustrated London News
columns that an international chess playing milieu required a standardized chess set
design. In fact, English language chess play publications of the preceding half century
had already largely standardized a chess play icon set. The 1849 Staunton Chess Set
matched this chess play icon set. This is surely not a coincidence. Instead, perhaps it
reflects an astute choice to employ already-familiar chess shapes so as to popularize a
new and highly functional chess set design.
Thus English chess player and author William Lewis provided the chess play icon set
used in modern chess play diagrams. Augmented by Charles Stopford Kenny’s pawn, the
Staunton Chess Set of Jaques of London gave these shapes their familiar and powerful
embodiment. They are with us to this day.
Authors’ note: This survey relies on the chess book collection
compiled and hosted by the site, World Chess Links
(http://www.worldchesslinks.net/), as well as materials
archived by Google books. We also were very kindly granted
access to select private libraries, and furthermore relied
extensively on both the unprecedented research of Jon
Crumiller and the seminal publications of Professor Sir Alan
Fersht, both of whom also provided advice during the research
and writing phase of this article. Moreover, we received direct
and much-appreciated assistance from David Kelly of the
United States Library of Congress in wading through the
arcana of publication and re-publication dates.

TREAT ME LIKE A FOOL
The French response to this encroaching
English hegemony in the chess world was
not passive. In 1842, le Palamede, the
preëminent Parisian chess journal, took a
principled stand. On the one hand, Le
Palamede promised to institute use of a
version of the English icon set to
demonstrate chess play. This icon set was to
replace the system of letters on the board
used to that point.
However, grave reservations were expressed
concerning the English use of a bishop—
particularly as represented by a mitre, an
ornament révéré. Instead, le Palamede
announced its decision to retain le Fou as this piece. An icon set was in due course put
into use (albeit inconsistently), complete with le Fou.
Le Palamede was out of business by 1848,
to be replaced by la Régence, which used
both letters and icons all higgledypiggledy. Nonetheless, le Fou was usually
retained instead of a bishop. All this went
by the board, of course, no later than
FIDE’s twentieth century adoption of the
Staunton chess set, complete with bishop.
It seems, though, that early nineteenth
century French sets should be said by
collectors to contain fools rather than
bishops. This nomenclature is certainly
historically accurate: simply stated, French
sets of the period have fools, not bishops.
Such usage also pays some measure of respect to the furor of emotions centred about
chess in the crucible of the nineteenth century, a period that brought our modern chess
paradigms into existence.
(Illustrations from le Palamede, 1837 and 1842, top and bottom, respectively)

